CODING EXPERIENCES:

3 Cinch Stool - Diversity in seating levels creates tiered views, which encourage multiple scenarios of group collaboration and brings an airiness and flow to energize the learning space.

4 Fringe - This learning nook combo provides both a soft-seating and powered genius bar area - two separate learning nooks with a directional focus on a third which could a presentation area for team shares of coding solutions.

1 Bistro table - the perfect size for shared workspaces needed for learner duos.

2 Displays for presenting digitally.
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3D EXPERIENCES:
6 Flexible seating
7 HP Sprout - fully integrated all in one desk top and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
5 Displays for presenting digitally
6 Mobile tables to support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
10 Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility

FURNITURE EXPERIENCES:
3 Displays for presenting digitally
4 Touch Screen Display
8 Utility Table
9 3D Printer
11 Mobile Podium

STORAGE EXPERIENCES:
10 Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility

TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCES:
1 Microsoft Surface
2 MC Squares Dry Erase Collaboration
3 Touch Screen Display
4 Touch Screen Display
5 Mobile tables to support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
7 HP Sprout - fully integrated all in one desk top and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
8 Utility Table
9 3D Printer

Supplies:
- Dry Erase Markers
- Post it- Easel pads
- Pencils/Pens
- Post it - Sticky notes
- 3D Printer Filament

Our experiences: color coding key

- 1: Microsoft Surface
- 2: MC Squares Dry Erase Collaboration
- 3: Touch Screen Display
- 4: Touch Screen Display
- 5: Mobile tables to support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
- 6: HP Sprout - fully integrated all in one desk top and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
- 7: Touch Screen Display
- 8: Utility Table
- 9: 3D Printer
- 10: Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility
- 11: Mobile Podium
### ART EXPERIENCES:
1. Tablets for digital crafting, learning, and exploration
2. 3D Doodler pens
3. Displays for presenting digitally
4. HP Sprout - fully integrated all-in-one desktop and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
5. Flexible Seating
6. Art Package:
   - Perler Beads
   - Lilly Pads
   - Duct Tape
   - Scotch Expressions washi Tape
   - Loom & Loom supplies
   - Mr Sketch Scented Markers
7. Mobile Art Table
8. Printer
9. Mobile Colorful Glass Ideation Boards
10. Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility

### FURNITURE EXPERIENCES:
1. Modern Combo Desks
2. Chairs - Haskel (6 chairs)
3. Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility

### TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCES:
1. Touch Screens support fast learning
2. Laptop Carts and Chromebooks power portable learning
3. Smart Tables encourage multimedia collaboration
4. Digital Signage communicates school news
5. Power-enabled seating provides comfort and power in one

### STORAGE EXPERIENCES:
1. Tablets for digital crafting, learning, and exploration
2. 3D Doodler pens
3. Displays for presenting digitally
4. HP Sprout - fully integrated all-in-one desktop and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
5. Flexible Seating
6. Art Package:
   - Perler Beads
   - Lilly Pads
   - Duct Tape
   - Scotch Expressions washi Tape
   - Loom & Loom supplies
   - Mr Sketch Scented Markers
7. Mobile Art Table
8. Printer
9. Mobile Colorful Glass Ideation Boards
10. Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility

---

Our experiences: color coding key

**Color Coding Key:**
- **Grey:** Technology
- **Red:** Furniture
- **Green:** Storage
- **Blue:** Art
- **Yellow:** Professional Development
- **Orange:** STEAM Application
- **Pink:** Hands On Creativity
- **Purple:** Robotics Synthesis
- **Black:** Art Voice

---

Office DEPOT

COMMITTED TO LEARNING
RECOMMENDED PRODUCT EXPERIENCES - ROBOTICS

MAKERSPACE / MEDIA CENTER

1 Flexible Seating
2 Mobile ideation boards
3 Displays for presentation of digital products
4 Mobile Collaboration Tables support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
5 HP Sprout - fully integrated all in one desk top and 3D scanning solution with Dremel 3D Printer
6 Robotics Table
7 Tablets for digital crafting, learning, and exploration
8 3D printer
9 Dual Sided Modular Storage with Whiteboard for Versatility
10 Mobile Podium

TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCES:

Interactive learning:
- Robotics STEM kits
- Dream series - Elementary
- Hands on Science & fine motor skills.
- Cubeelets - Initiate, Imagine, Inspire robot blocks that easily connect to form robots that inspire kids to become better thinkers!
- Ozobots - Empower your child to embrace the future and become a maker of technology, not just a user.
- Spherospark - Make.Code.Share
- LEGO Mindstorm

FURNITURE EXPERIENCES:

- Color coding key
- Supplies:
  - Dry Erase markers
  - Notepads
  - Pencils/Pens
  - Calculator
  - Easel Pads
  - Batteries

- Flexible Seating
- Mobile Podium
- Mobile Collaboration Tables support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
- Mobile Ideation boards
- Displays for presentation of digital products
- 3D Printing Master
- Media Center
- Touch Screen supports fast learning
- Laptop Carts and Chromebooks powers portable learning
- Smart Tables encourages multimedia collaboration
- Digital Signage communicates school news
- Power-Enabled Seating provides comfort and power in one

ROBOTICS

Synthesis

Our experiences: color coding key
**STEAM Application**

**FURNITURE EXPERIENCES:**

1. Active Seating
2. Displays for presentation of digital products
3. Mobile Ideation boards
4. Flexible desks to support multiple teaching and learning dynamics
5. Tablet w/ Case
6. Laser printer

**TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCES:**

- Interactive learning:
  - Makey Makey
  - Little Bits STEAM Package
  - Snap circuits
  - Little Bits Arduino
  - Arduino Starter kits

- Supplies:
  - Note pads - Dry Erase markers
  - Scissors - BOX Packaging
  - Plastic Stackable Bin Boxes

**STORAGE EXPERIENCES:**

1. Stainless Steel Table for Sprout
2. Tablet w/ Case
3. Mobile Podium

**SUPPLIES:**

- Note pads - Dry Erase markers
- Scissors - BOX Packaging
- Plastic Stackable Bin Boxes

**RETENTION**

**APPLICATION**

**HANON ON**

**ROBOTICS**

**SYNTHESIS**

**ENGAGEMENT**

**APPLICATION**

**3D PRINTING**

**Mastery**

**ART**

**VOICE**

**MEDIA CENTER**

- Touch screen supports fast learning
- Laptop Carts and Chromebooks powers portable learning
- Smart Tables encourages multimedia collaboration
- Digital Signage communicates school news
- Power-enabled seating provides comfort and power in one